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Baby
Look, point and laugh at all the crazy things
Baby does with his potty!

BABY AND THE POTTY

ORIG. TITLE

Bebbe och pottan

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Mervi Lindman
FORMAT 170x170mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish, Faroese,
Finnish, Norwegian

Baby has a potty, but it is empty. What should Baby put in it?
Maybe building blocks? NOOO! The blocks should not be in the
potty, says big sister. You have to sit on the potty!
Baby tries to put his stuffed animals on the potty. But little
Mouse is too small and Mr. Snok has no butt! But the family’s cat
has a butt, Baby thinks and then tries. But then daddy says STOP!
Because it is Baby’s butt that is best suited to the potty.
Mervi Lindman is a genius at conveying humour and emotions
through her pictures, which are full of crazy facial expressions and
dramatic situations that get children and their parents to point at
and talk about what they are reading.

Previously
published
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In the “Play and learn with Brokiga” series, the Brokiga characters get to play with
letters, numbers, the weather and much more!

H
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Brokiga

READ WITH LUCIA
“Read with Lucia” is about the joy of discovering the letters that
surround you and to begin to understand what they mean. Lucia
wants to go out on a letter hunt in the city. As she walks through
the streets, she sees lots of letters on both signs and cars. But how
do you know what it says? At Omar’s place, there are also lots of
letters. Maybe Lucia and Omar can invent their own? Can they
put together all the letters in their names? Can you?
A brilliant story full to the brim with reading excitement!

ORIG. TITLE Läs
ILLUSTRATOR

med Lucia AUTHOR Carin Wirsén
Stina Wirsén FORMAT 148x210mm, 32 pages, color

WEATHER WITH VILDA
Vilda wants to go out and play. But what is the weather like?
And what kind of clothes does she need? Warm and comfortable
winter jackets definitely warm you up in the cold weather! But
look at the little one! She has way too little clothes on! But now it
seems that Spring has come ... What clothes does one need then?
The seasons change as fast as the weather in this year-round
story about clothes. Carin Wirsén’s quirky text works perfectly
with Stina Wirsén’s colorful images and is ideal reading for anyone who wants to know more about the weather and the seasons.

Previously
published

ORIG. TITLE Väder
ILLUSTRATOR
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WHO’S THERE?

ORIG. TITLE

Vem finns?

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR Stina Wirsén
FORMAT

210x210mm, 32 pages, color

RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Arabic, D
 anish,

F innish, German, Japanese, Korean,
Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Chinese (simpl.),
Somali, Tigrinya

Who?

Stina Wirsén’s Who? characters have
grown up and have children of their
own. Here we meet the brilliant siblings Mjau and Pip and their family.
But who is in the family? And who isn’t? Mjau and Pip have always
been siblings. Before they were born, they lay in separate eggs and
were waiting to hatch. There was a third egg also waiting. But it
didn’t hatch. It was empty. There was no little kid in that egg.
“Tell me again about how it was when we would hatch!” ask
Mjau and Pip their parents Yellow Cat and Duva. “Tell me about
Duna!” And then the parents tell about Pip and Mjau and the egg
that was empty.
Once again Stina Wirsén talks about big feelings. She captures
both the comic and the more difficult aspects of the situation in a
masterly way, both in her text and illustrations. The book is aimed
at the very young – it looks very simple, but with great finesse and
accuracy Stina Wirsén finds those small nuances which make the
book a powerful adventure!

Previously
published
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SHARE, SAM
COME ON NOW,
SAM
Little Sam and Dad are going to the
shops, but there are so many fun and
interesting things to discover along the
way. Sam would really like to stop for
a minute to pet the dog, or why not
getting a ride on the bus, eating a hotdog ... Dad thinks it’s going too slowly:
“Come on now, Sam!”
But suddenly something draws Dad’s
attention. He picks up something from
his pocket and sits down. Guess what
he is doing? Now it’s Sam’s turn to say:
“Come on now, Dad!”
Big and small alike will recognize
themselves in this rhythmic and charming picture book.
ORIG. TITLE

Kom nu Sickan

ORIG. TITLE

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Dela med dig Sickan

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Sofia Rådström
FORMAT 170x170mm, 32 pages, color

Sofia Rådström
FORMAT 170x170mm, 32 pages, color
www.bonnierrights.se Contact info@bonnierrights.se
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A lovely book about sharing, told in a
way that small children can understand
and relate to.
The doorbell rings at Sam’s house. It
is Esther and her mother who are paying
Sam’s family a visit. The adults are having tea and Sam and Esther are going to
play together. But it is not easy to have a
guest. Esther and Sam want to play with
the exact same toys at the exact same
time. So Sam makes a decision: Esther
may not play with any of Sam’s toys! Dad
says Sam has to share, but Sam doesn’t
want to. Suddenly Esther disappears into
another room. She’s found Dad’s computer. Sam then really wants to help. But
Dad doesn’t want to – he doesn’t want
to share his computer and all his work
documents.
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All three

ALL THREE ON AN
EXCURSION WITH THE
GREEN PEA PRE-SCHOOL
Put on your high-visibility vest and hold on to your friend. It is finally time for an excursion with the Green Pea Pre-School! Along
the way, Idde, Valle and Ester see a lot of exciting things: dogs
taking walks, insects and leaves, funny signs ... But is it soon time
for a snack? The book is packed with recognition and fun details
to discover.
All three is a series of picture books about the day-to-day situations which all pre-school children experience.

ORIG. TITLE Alla

tre på utflykt med förskolan Ärtan
Nilsson Thore
FORMAT 195x240mm, 40 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD Chinese (simpl.), Danish, Finnish
AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR Maria

Previously published
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ORIG. TITLE Kurran

och Pigan räddar en liten
Moroni
FORMAT 215x280mm, 40 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Chinese (simpl.),
Danish, Korean, Russian
AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR Lisa

Previously
published

The best friends Kurran and Pigan are
about to enjoy their picnic when they
notice two creepy birds who are going
to eat a little caterpillar! The two friends
jump to their feet and hurry to help.
They bring the caterpillar home, plaster him and give him food. He eats and
eats and sleeps and gets bigger with each
passing day. But one day the larva is suddenly gone! Kurran and Pigan are looking everywhere for him. As they then
they look up, they discover a new, weird
lump hanging from the ceiling. What
can it be?

www.bonnierrights.se Contact info@bonnierrights.se
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KURRAN AND
PIGAN RESCUE A
LITTLE ANIMAL

EB

An unforgettable adventure about unexpected
friendship and nature’s evolution.
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Kurran and Pigan
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THE BOOK ABOUT GETTING
SIBLINGS
The perfect picture book with both facts and s tory
to read together while waiting for a new family
member.

ORIG. TITLE Boken

There is a baby in mummy’s tummy! Mika is a going to get a sibling! It will be called Sparkle Baby! Mika has made up her mind
about that. Mika asks and asks: Can the baby hear in the stomach? How did it get in there? How will it come out? We follow
the 3-year-old Mika waiting for the baby to finally come out of
Mummy’s tummy. You will read about a variety of situations and
questions that are common when siblings are on their way, such as
the visit to the Maternity and hands-on tips on how a little one can
help to care for a baby.

om att få syskon
Maria Frensborg
ILLUSTRATOR Maija Hurme
FORMAT 195x260mm, 40 pages, color
AUTHOR
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A long time ago Badger was the captain of a boat, but now he’s
old and tired and lives a peaceful life on his little island. But it’s
a windy place and one day a little animal is washed ashore. And
when it wakes up it starts making a terrible noise and jabbers on
as though it’s trying to say something important. Something about
a storm …
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BADGER’S JOURNEY

This is a tale about how you sometimes need the wind to blow you
back onto the right course. Using wonderful imagery that makes
you think of Studio Ghibli’s animated films and Tove Jansson,
Cecilia Heikkilä has created a wonderful picture book to travel
through together. A finely tuned, magically illustrated book about
friendship and a longing to travel far beyond the horizon.
ORIG. TITLE

Grävlings resa

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Cecilia Heikkilä
195x240mm, 48 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD English (world), French,
Russian
FORMAT

THE CHRISTMAS JUMPER

ORIG. TITLE

Jultröjan

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

imagery is full of tenderly illustrated small
animals, each with their very own expression.

CECILIA HEIKKILÄ’S

9
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Cecilia Heikkilä
210x210mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD English (world), Finnish,
French, German, Russian
FORMAT

Fransson the homeless cat finds winter difficult. He has to spend all
day wandering around the town just to stop his paws from freezing to the ground. From the outside he looks in on the Christmas
shopping animals who pause at the town’s café or meet up at the
ice-skating rink on the square. But his life suddenly takes a turn
because his knitted jumper drops a stitch and starts unravelling.
Without his jumper, he won’t be able to survive the cold winter
so he has to try and rescue the wool, but the jumper just unravels more and more. To make matters worse it starts snowing and
getting dark. But his attempt to rescue the wool takes him to an
unexpected place and for the first time in his life Fransson gets a
real Christmas present …
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TURN THAT FROWN
UPSIDE DOWN LITTLE
SPIDER
An entertaining and playful story which in a clever
way plays with the book’s form and function. You get
to turn the book on the last page and read the rest of
the story up and down, back to the beginning again.
The colorful pictorial world reminds of the classic picture book The very hungry caterpillar.
When Mom scolds Little spider because she jumps
in the net, she gets angry and runs away from home.
Looking for somewhere to live, Little spider meets all
possible insects. But the fish want to keep under the water, the diligent ants just want to work and the yummy worms live in a rotten
pear! It is not especially appealing to a Little spider. But when she
finally seems to have found a good place, she gets frightened by a
horrible creature living in a glove!
To see how it ends, turn the book over and read the continuation in the other direction. On the way home, everything looks
quite different, and when Little spider finally comes home, Mom
is happy again!

www.bonnierrights.se Contact info@bonnierrights.se
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ORIG. TITLE

Lilla spindel upp och ner
Jens Peter de Pedro
ILLUSTRATOR Elena Serrato
FORMAT 240x195mm, 32 pages, color
AUTHOR
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Afraid of the dentist? You are by no
means alone. Hugo does everything
to avoid having to mend his damaged
tooth – crocodiles have so many anyway! After a candy incident,
Rabbit sends the reluctant Hugo to Plack the Dentist – despite
Hugo’s ingenious excuses.
Mia Nilsson delivers once again a warm and fun picture book,
this time on the theme of overcoming one’s fears and being careful
with the toothbrushing.
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HUGO – OPEN
WIDE!

Previously
published
ORIG. TITLE Hugo

– Gapa stort!

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Mia Nilsson
FORMAT 195x260mm, 40 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Chinese (simpl.),
Danish, Dutch, Korean, Spanish (Latin
America)
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The Tale of the
Wonderful Rabbit Family
THE TALE OF THE
WONDERFUL RABBIT FAMILY
AND THE GHOST TRAIN

ORIG. TITLE

Den underbara familjen
Kanin och Spöktåget

Beware! This time you will join in for a breathtaking train ride towards an abyss together with Little Brother Rabbit and a bunch of
ghosts, skeletons, headless pigs and other horrible creatures.
There is a rumor about a ghost train in the Enchanted forest.
Little Brother Rabbit is told about it at the local train club. Still, he
accidentally jumps in it as he hurries home that night.
Once the little Rabbit has got his little paws in one of the carriages, he is stuck. It is impossible to get off once you have stepped
in the damned train. But what is this train really cursed with? Why
does it have to make the same trip over and over again? Will the
unpleasant rail passengers finally see the light in the tunnel and will
Little Brother Rabbit get home to his dear mother? You will have
to read to find out…

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Jonna Björnstjerna
FORMAT 195x260mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Japanese

www.bonnierrights.se Contact info@bonnierrights.se
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DETECTIVE GORDON,
THE BIGGEST SMALLEST
POLICE OFFICER

A lovely and lively picture book, a wonderful read-aloud adventure
for big and small about the little and brave mouse Pip who just
started preschool. That day, everyone is on a study visit to the forest
police station in order to meet two real police officers – Detective
Gordon and Paddy! Pip also wants to be a police officer. And sometimes a little one can handle more than a big one…
“How little can a police officer really be?” Detective Gordon
asks. “As little as it gets!” replies Commissioner Paddy.
A friendly, philosophical and thoughtful story from one of Sweden’s foremost children’s authors - Ulf Nilsson. Affectionately illustrated in color by the acclaimed Dutch illustrator Gitte Spee.

Now a
lso
a film!

ORIG. TITLE

Kommissarie Gordon.
Största minsta polisen
AUTHOR Ulf Nilsson
ILLUSTRATOR Gitte Spee
FORMAT 195x260mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Chinese (simpl.)
Dutch, English (world), German, Korean,
Polish, Turkish, Spanish, Russian

Previously
published
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VIPS IN THE TREE

Vips
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Vips, the forest’s smallest and most helpful adventurer, takes shelter in the great
oak during a heavy rain. There he finds a
scared and sad woodpecker who has lost his family.
Vips must help his new friend!
In vibrant watercolor pictures, Oskar Jonsson creates a wonderful world that one only wants to dive into. There is always something that crawls, grows and makes sounds in the ever-changing
and fascinating natural landscape. The schrew Vips reminds us how
simple and wonderful it can be to just sit out on a stump and look
around. But of course, Vips never stays put for that long ...
ORIG. TITLE Vips

i trädet

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR Oskar

Jonsson
215x280mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish
FORMAT

Previously
published
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Horses!

MÄRTA RIDES OUT
This easy-to-read series is about Märta who starts riding. It is an
amusing series describing the love for horses, the life in the stables,
feelings and friendship. The first reader also learns some facts about
riding. The everyday situations are described with a lot of warmth
and are easily recognizable.
Märta and her best friend Maja dream of getting to ride an
Icelandic horse again. The ideal day would consist in an all-day
ride out in the forest on their favorite horses, Saga and Freja. But
when it’s time to go, a surprise awaits them: Maja’s mother will
come along!
ORIG. TITLE

Märta rider ut

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Erika Eklund Wilson
148x210mm, 64 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish, Polish
FORMAT

Previously published
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HELP, FIND RABBIT
HUSSE!

Help!

The Help! series has become immensely popular
and comes with great recognition.
When Samir comes to school one morning, he is not at all his usual
cocky self. The teacher soon gets him to recount what happened. He was
out on a walk with his little sister’s rabbit Husse ... and it happened to
disappear! Now it is impossible to find the poor rabbit. And how do you
actually catch a rabbit? The whole class is committed to finding the rabbit
using traps, dandelion leaves and carrots. When some of the older children
also jump in to help, it seems like they are going to succeed. Or will they?
ORIG. TITLE

Hjälp! Rädda husse AUTHOR Jo Salmson
Lovisa Lesse FORMAT 148x210 mm, 64 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Arabic, Norwegian
ILLUSTRATOR

Previously published

THE BEST
CINEMA
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ORIG. TITLE Bästa

bion
Marie Oskarsson
ILLUSTRATOR Helena Bergendahl
FORMAT 148x210mm, 64 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish
AUTHOR

Friends 4-ever

Real-life and easy-to-read
series with characters that everyone can recognize. Meet the four friends Emilia, Stella, Jack
and Edwin. They each have different backgrounds, personalities and interests.
This fourth book in the Friends 4-ever series is about compassion and being forced to
refrain from funny stuff when lacking money.
The friends decide to go to the cinema together!
Hooray, what fun! But Jack’s joy doesn’t last as
his mum tells him she cannot afford the movie
ticket. He doesn’t want to tell the others. But
then everything gets crazy and nobody understands why Jack doesn’t want to follow – does he
have to be so boring? But when Stella and Emilia understand why Jack cannot go, they think of
a plan that will allow everyone to join the fun.

Previously
published
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Number 1 Sun Street
THE READING DOG
This is the eighteenth stand-alone book in the series about Axel and Omar
– two friends that live in the same building. Everyday drama at its very best.
Today, happiness is at its peak when the kind dog Trixi moves into the
house where Axel and Omar live. Trixi will live on the third floor. Same
floor as Omar! Trixi is really fast. She has been a police dog and is very
good at listening. And when Trixi sits next to you, doing your homework
feels like a breeze.

ORIG. TITLE Läshunden AUTHOR
FORMAT

Helena Bross ILLUSTRATOR Kadri Ilves
148x210mm, 64 pages, color RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish, F innish, Norwegian

Animal Friends
BILLY IS BATHING

ORIG. TITLE

Billy badar AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR Margareta Nordqvist
Danish, Finnish

FORMAT 148x210mm, 64 pages, color RIGHTS SOLD SERIES

Norwegian

17
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This is the thirteenth book of the popular and mischievous “Animal
Friends” series, for absolute beginner readers. We follow the children Maja,
Lasse, Pelle and Ella who live on the countryside and love to take care of
different animals. With text in short sentences, the books are perfect for
children who love animals.
Meet the mischievous Billy, a horse with a very strong will. He is on a
temporary visit to Pelle’s farm. Billy is a real master at running away, he
likes to go on walks on his own, away from the pasture. This time, Billy
escapes to the lake in order to stay cool in the summer heat. But big dark
clouds are approaching. Help, a thunderstorm!

2019-02-14 13:34
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COMPETE WITH
SIGGE

Sigge

The Sigge books form a popular series
about horses. Everybody Loves 
Sigge,
the first book in the series, was awarded
a prize by the Book Jury, which is the children’s own list of the
year’s best books. The books have also been praised by critics and by those who work with children and in libraries.
The series is about Elina and her friends who hang out at the charming Shetland pony stables in Broby which is run by Ingela, the best
riding instructor in the whole world!
Elina is a caretaker for her favorite horse, Sigge, and when Ingela
gets sick she gets to be with him even more than usual. At that
time, Elina, her mother and the other pony girls get to take care of
the stable themselves for a whole week. And there is a lot to prepare
before the show jumping competition at Lunda ...
ORIG. TITLE Tävla

med Sigge
Lin Hallberg
ILLUSTRATOR Margareta Nordqvist
FORMAT 148x210mm, 144 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish, Finnish,
German, Hungarian, Korean, Norwegian,
Polish
AUTHOR

www.bonnierrights.se Contact info@bonnierrights.se
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Lagercrantz • Eriksson
O_Kärlek är bättre än ingen kärlek.indd 9

ORIG. TITLE

2019-02-07 16:44

Kärlek är bättre än ingen

kärlek

Dunne

9

LOVE IS BETTER
THAN NO LOVE

Eva Eriksson

6–

Rose Lagercrantz

It is spring and Dunne travels to Rome
to attend Dad’s wedding. It is thanks to her that
Dad and Vera are getting married. At least that’s
what she thinks.
But to her dismay, her best friend in the whole world, Ella Frida,
is not invited. Dad said no.
It is not meant to be a big event, he says, just a little family party.
What will Ella Frida say when she finds out that she has not been
invited to her best friend’s father’s wedding? Ella Frida doesn’t know
anything yet. She is on an island in the archipelago, in her family
cottage.
That’s what happens in the seventh book about Dunne and Ella
Frida’s friendship. One of them is on an island in the archipelago.
The other one at a wedding in Rome. It gets harder and harder to
meet up. Their paths almost never cross.
The stories are about fidelity. And a difficult friendship. But love
is better than no love ...

AUTHOR

Rose Lagercrantz
Eva Eriksson
FORMAT 148x210 mm, 128 pages,
b/w illustrations
RIGHTS SOLD Albanian, Arabic, Belarussian,
Chinese, Danish, English, Estonian, Finnish,
French, German, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian,
Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovak,
Spanish, Ukrainian,Vietnamese
ILLUSTRATOR

The books in the Dunne series have been extremely well received
internationally. They have been translated into many languages and
have received numerous awards. The first book, My Happy Life,
was named one of The New York Times Most Notable Books in
2013 and was nominated for the Prix Sorcières 2014 as well as the
Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis 2012.
This easy-to-read series deals with emotions in a way that children can understand and relate to. Dunne tries to take life as it
comes and refuses to stop believing in miracles!
The accessible text is perfectly complemented by the warm and
endearing illustrations. Rose Lagercrantz and Eva Eriksson are some
of our most beloved children’s book veterans.
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NELLY RAPP
AND THE
SECRET
LIBRARY

Nelly Rapp

This is the nineteenth adventure in the fun, slightly scary and easy-toread Nelly Rapp series. This time it is not only fun and easy to read –
it is also the story of the Monster Academy’s foundation. When Count
Hattenröök gives Nelly and Valle the task of researching his family history,
they are thrown back to the knight’s time and their knowledge is put to
the test. With knowledge, cunning and calm (and the help of a little lie!),
they release a captured king and find out who really started the Monster
Academy!

ORIG. TITLE

Nelly Rapp och det hemliga

biblioteket
AUTHOR

Martin Widmark
Christina Alvner
FORMAT 148x210mm, 112 pages,
b/w illustrations
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Chinese (simpl.),
Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Latvian, Norwegian,
Polish, Romanian, Turkish
ILLUSTRATOR

Previously published
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The Whodunnit Detective Agency
THE SUMMER HOLIDAY BOOK.
A DAY AT THE BEACH
Read this new fun short story about when the whole Valleby gathered on the beach to participate in the big sand castle competition.
In the book you will also find a lot of fun tips on activities and
crafts. The perfect reading on the beach, in the car or at camp – a
great mix of fun activities, crafts, and a brand-new case for Lasse
and Maja.
ORIG. TITLE

LasseMajas sommarlovsbok. En dag på stranden
Martin Widmark ILLUSTRATOR Helena Willis
FORMAT 148x210mm, 96 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Arabic, Bosnian,Chinese (Simpl. and complex),
Croatian, Czech, Danish, English (India), Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Hungarian, Indonesian, Icelandic, Japanese, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese (Brazil), Romanian,
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish, Thai, Turkish,Vietnamese
AUTHOR

Previously published
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THE SPACE PILOTS AND
C APTAIN ZENOK’S EVIL WISH
In space, anything and everything can happen – and so it does, in
the new action-packed series, Space Pilots.
Welcome aboard the space station BrT-22Xz-9*! Max, Kim and
Sam are three children who live there. One day they will become
space pilots but for now, they hav to go to school. There is also the
power-hungry Zenok, who wants to become a captain at all costs.
But as one day, Zenok is ejected from the space station, he swears
to avenge, and that’s exactly what… almost happens! When he returns, it is with the super-gun flybazookan, who threatens to turn
everyone into flies! But Sam, Kim and Max have just learned to use
laser swords, and they are not afraid to use them…
(*But everyone thinks this name is too hard to remember, so
they call it the Tiger.)

ORIG. TITLE

Rymdpiloterna och kapten Zenoks onda önskan
Magnus Ljunggren ILLUSTRATOR Johanna Kristiansson
FORMAT 148x210mm, 112 pages, color
AUTHOR
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STELLA AND THE SECRET
Her Royal Highness Princess Madeleine of Sweden makes her debut
as children’s books author, as part of her involvement with the World
Childhood Foundation.
To stand up for yourself or for someone else isn’t always easy. How
do you find the courage to speak up if something doesn’t feel right?
When 9-year-old Stella and her dad move to Sweden, everything
feels new and strange: the language, the school …
It takes some time to get used to everything and even more time
to pluck up the courage to get new friends. Especially when Stella’s
mom is still living in the US.
One day Stella’s new friend Elena tells her about a terrible secret. Stella promises not to tell a soul! But Elena’s secret is heavy
and aching inside Stella. What should she do? How do you help a
friend in need?

ORIG. TITLE

Stella och hemligheten
Madeleine Bernadotte,
Karini Gustafson-Teixeira & Marie Oskarsson
ILLUSTRATOR Stina Lövkvist
FORMAT 148x210mm, 144 pages, color
AUTHOR

“Stella and the Secret” is an everyday story to read together and also
a book tackling important issues. At the end of the book there is
advice on how to talk about questions related to integrity, trust and
self-confidence. There’s also a separate teacher’s manual for those
who want to delve further into these delicate issues.
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The Horse Detectives
THE HORSE
DETECTIVES. 
THE MYSTERY WITH THE
COMPETITION PONY

ORIG. TITLE Hästdetektiverna:
Mysteriet med tävlingsponnyn
AUTHOR Catharina Hansson
ILLUSTRATOR Lena Furberg
FORMAT 148x210mm, 130 pages,
b&w illustrations

The Horse Detectives is the perfect series for anyone who loves
horses and mysteries!
Best friends Noa and Alex live the idyllic life of every horse-
lover, surrounded by a variety of wonderful horses and ponies. They
have a special aptitude for understanding horses and solving mysteries. We follow their detective adventures, their everyday lives,
their competitions and experiences in the world of horses… In this
new book, they discover that there is something strange about the
pony called Double Dream. The talented competition pony is not
its usual self… The girls start delving into the case and notice that
there is really something fishy going on. At the same time, Noa is
fighting to dare starting horse jumping again. Lovely reading filled
to the brim with mysteries, friendships and horses!

Previously published
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King Pow

KING POW: THE VALLEY OF
DEATH
The books of King Pow are fast-paced and filled with exciting
adventures.
Since time immemorial, there have been criminals as well as
those who have been fighting crime and standing up for justice. But
the world has never known such a powerful weapon as the Section
33 team at the International Police headquarters.
Twelve-year-old Sam has been trained to become one of the
world’s strongest and most talented agents. Along with the King
Pow champion Ju and the computer genius Aisha, the trio works to
stop the world’s evil forces. And they face many challenges, because
the bad guys are everywhere.
In the “Valley of Death” Sam and master Ju are forced to travel to
Uganda to find out why the jungle suddenly emptied of all gorillas.
The tracks lead straight to the Valley of Death, where no man has
ventured for decades. With the help of the local top agent Lucky
Mbete and her broad knowledge of the jungle, they succeed in entering the valley, and they soon realize that they are facing one of
the most dangerous adventures of their lives.
The second book in this exciting new series will be published
simultaneously with book 1.

ORIG. TITLE

Kung Pow: Dödens dal
Ola Lindholm, Johan Lindqvist
ILLUSTRATOR Kevin Olberg
FORMAT 148x210mm, 112 pages,
b&w illustrations
AUTHOR
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9–
12

THE SCOOP.
THE FIRE

ORIG. TITLE

Scoopet. Mordbranden
Martin Widmark, Erik Fichtelius
ILLUSTRATOR Kim W Andersson
FORMAT 148x210mm, 112 pages,
b&w illustrations
AUTHOR

The Scoop

A new series of books that
focuses on children’s rights
to examine and influence the world they
Previously
live in. So join a group of 11-year-olds as
published
they start their own online newspaper, the
consequences of which you would never
had expected. A series to talk about, and
be inspired by, for anyone who likes to
write and create their own stories!
Hugo, Maryam and Johanna run the
school’s online magazine. When they
publish a report about bullying at school,
the headmaster suddenly decides to shut
down the entire newspaper. It seems that
he just wants the school newspaper to write about positive things.
Nothing controversial! Suddenly they stand without publisher and
have to think about what it means to be dependent on someone.
They think it should in no way affect their reporting!
The friends can’t be stopped. They find a new way of blogging,
outside the school’s website. But then they have to face a new problem. The house where all their material is saved is burning up! And
it seems like the fire is raging with full force…

ISAAC’S UNIVERSE
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The master of everyday drama for the middle-graders, Anna
Ehring’s “Isaac’s Universe” is a thoughtful and humorous book
about friendship and everyday life. A book for anyone who likes
to read books about how it is to be a child and how it feels in the
heart and stomach when mom and dad argue and the whirl of
misunderstanding never seems to fade.
Isaac is a fifth-grader. He likes basketball, hanging out in the tree
house with Albin and swimming. In the swimming pool, in the
soft undulating water, Isaac has his place in the universe. There, he
is like a killer whale, strong, agile and weightless. There he floats on
his back and lets his thoughts wander. Until Blenda looks down on
him from the pool edge. Blenda who keeps a tough secret. This becomes a spring full of misunderstandings, parent’s arguments and
so much pollen in the air that Albin cannot even make it to school
for a long time.

ORIG. TITLE Isaks
FORMAT

universum AUTHOR Anna Ehring
135x185mm, 144 pages
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ORIG. TITLE Till Vial
AUTHOR
FORMAT

Planet earth is heading to its downfall. On board a spaceship on its
way to the rescue of planet Vial, we find some siblings who possibly
are not alone onboard. The playwright and actor Henrik Ståhl has
written a captivating sci-fi adventure for middle-grade. “To Vial” is
based on Henrik Ståhl’s play with the same name.
When the world is about to collapse, mankind must try to emigrate to the exoplanet Vial on board the huge spacecraft Otosan.
But what initially sounds like utopia soon becomes an opportunity
only for the richest. Speedy is one of those trying to save his family
by making the journey out of the solar system to Vial. The journey
started six years ago, before little brother Keaton was even born.
Speedy is thought to no longer be aboard the spaceship, only the
siblings Gladys and Keaton are supposed to remain. One day, the
spacecraft indicates that there is someone else on board and then
everything comes to a head – is this going to lead to their rescue or
their downfall? One thing is for sure: nothing is as it seems to be.
“To Vial” is a dark story that raises many existential questions,
but also an exciting action story and a warm relationship novel
between two siblings who only have each other.

Henrik Ståhl
135x215mm, 176 pages
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+

THIS IS MY LIFE
Every year Sophia yearns to go to summer camp. Her biggest dream
is to be with the other kids, “the normal ones” as she calls them.
But it is not so simple when you are not ordinary. Sophia is autistic.
On her birthday, she suddenly decides to escape from exclusion by
holding a speech about her life.
This is a richly illustrated book about exclusion and autism by
Rose Lagercrantz and Anneli Furmark. A book about being fourteen and never feeling like everyone else. About trying to fit in, but
still standing on the side. But also a book about all those who say
they want to include, but still do not do so. Those who do not see
their fellow human beings.
ORIG. TITLE Detta

är mitt liv AUTHOR Rose Lagercrantz
Furmark FORMAT 170x240mm, 112 pages, color

YA

ILLUSTRATOR Anneli
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ENOUGH! (THE SEX STRIKE)
Majken has had enough. Enough of hearing the word “whore” in
the school corridors, enough of anonymous dick pics being sent to
the girl’s mobile phones.
When Majken announces a sex strike at her upper secondary
school, that’s because she wants for the boys’ attitude towards the
girls to improve. She is not exactly met by ecstatic responses. Some
wonder what to do to show solidarity – they haven’t even had sex
yet so it is not as if anyone would notice, should they decide to
abstain... Majken is used to argue and to have lively debates about
everything under the sun at the dinner table. She lives and breathes
community involvement and is of course involved in the student
council. By her side she has her best friends Vilda and Belle – they
form a rather odd trio at school. Vilda is not happy when everyone’s eyes land on her, she would do anything to avoid having to
talk in front of her fellow students in the school assembly hall.
Belle likes guys and guys like Belle, so when Majken talks about the
sex strike, Belle is unsure. But then something happens that forces
her to take a stand. This is Åsa Hellberg’s first YA novel.

© Anna-Lena Ahström

ORIG. TITLE Sexstrejken
AUTHOR
FORMAT

Åsa Hellberg
135x210mm, 320 pages
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ORIG. TITLE

Jag odlar – inomhus,
på balkongen och i trädgården
AUTHOR Elin Ek
PHOTOGRAPHERS Elin Ek, Tina Axelsson
& Hans Samuelson
FORMAT 195x224mm, 96 pages, color

ON
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I CULTIVATE – INDOORS,
ON THE B ALCONY
AND IN THE GARDEN
This new book by Elin Ek is the ultimate cultivation guide for all
beginners! Here you will find everything you need to know to grow
your own vegetables and flowers, whether you live in a villa or a
high-rise building. You get tips on the varieties that grow easiest so
that you (almost) always get something! Invite your best friend on
delicious bell pepper snacks and serve your grandma some of your
very own balcony potatoes. Learn how to grow pea shoots in the
kitchen window and make your own soap! While waiting for the
small shoots to sprout, you can prepare your own lipstick, sew your
own tea bags or read about why bees are so cool. “I Cultivate” is
the perfect book for those who want to plant things, but think it
is difficult!

Previously
published
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GUY AND THE
TRACTOR

ORIG. TITLE Bojan

och traktorn
Johan Anderblad
ILLUSTRATOR Filippa Widlund
FORMAT 195x260mm, 32 pages, color
RIGHTS SOLD SERIES Danish
AUTHOR
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This new book contains both facts on
tractors and a story. The book is suitable
for four-year-olds, is reality-based and
is long enough to be read over and over
again!
It’s bedtime and Guy should clean up
his room, but he can’t seem to manage to
pull the box with toys, it’s too heavy. He
would need a vehicle to pull it, maybe
a tractor. He asks Mom if she has ever
driven a tractor, and she has! Mom Bibbi
has driven almost all kinds of vehicles,
she loves everything with a motor. She
has even worked as a farmer and driven
a tractor. She tells Guy how it is to drive
a tractor, how to gas, switch and how to
use it.

Guy
Previously
published
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MY FIRST BOOK OF CARS
In “My first Book of Cars”, there are plenty of cars: ordinary cars,
super-fast cars, police cars, ambulances, fire engines, trucks, old
and new cars. And we want to know so much! What is behind the
plate? What happens if the car breaks down? What do you do at the
gas station? Why are there so many road signs? How did the first
cars look and what might they look like in the future?
Anders Nyberg loves to draw vehicles and here he tells both
through text and illustrations about cars of different kinds. With
clear lines and colors, lots of humor and fun details, he has created
the dream book for those interested in cars.

ORIG. TITLE

Min första faktabok om Bilar

AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR

Anders Nyberg
FORMAT 195x260mm, 32 pages, color
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The Bonnier Publishing Group

is made up of Albert Bonniers Förlag, Bokförlaget Forum,
Bokförlaget Max Ström, Bonnierförlagen Lära, Bonnier Audio,
Bonnier Bookery, Bonnier Carlsen, Bonnier Fakta, Bonnier Pocket,
Lovereads, Månpocket, Orosdi-Back, Reseförlaget, Wahlström
& Widstrand, Bonniers Bokklubbar, B
 onnier Rights and
Bonnier Brands.

www.facebook.com/BonnierRights
Twitter and Instagram @BonnierRights

Contact us

Mathilde Coffy
Rights Director Children’s Books
+46 8 696 89 17
mathilde.coffy@bonnierrights.se
Åsa Samuelsson (on parental leave)
Rights Executive, Nordic countries
+46 76 526 18 16
asa.samuelsson@bonnierrights.se

Cover Kurran och Pigan räddar en liten
Illustration Lisa Moroni
Graphic Design Linda Andersson
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